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Abstract – Selection programmes are mainly concerned with increasing genetic gain. However,
short-term progress should not be obtained at the expense of the within-population genetic vari-
ability. Different prediction models for the evolution within a small population of the genetic
mean of a selected trait, its genetic variance and its inbreeding have been developed but have
mainly been validated through Monte Carlo simulation studies. The purpose of this study was to
compare theoretical predictions to experimental results. Two deterministic methods were con-
sidered, both grounded on a polygenic additive model. Differences between theoretical predic-
tions and experimental results arise from differences between the true and the assumed genetic
model, and from mathematical simplifications applied in the prediction methods. Two sets of
experimental lines of chickens were used in this study: the Dutch lines undergoing true trun-
cation mass selection, the other lines (French) undergoing mass selection with a restriction on
the representation of the different families. This study confirmed, on an experimental basis, that
modelling is an efficient approach to make useful predictions of the evolution of selected pop-
ulations although the basic assumptions considered in the models (polygenic additive model,
normality of the distribution, base population at the equilibrium, etc.) are not met in reality. The
two deterministic methods compared yielded results that were close to those observed in real
data, especially when the selection scheme followed the rules of strict mass selection: for in-
stance, both predictions overestimated the genetic gain in the French experiment, whereas both
predictions were close to the observed values in the Dutch experiment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Selection programmes are mainly concerned with increasing genetic gain.
Short-term progress should not, however, be obtained at the expense of
the within-population genetic variability. Conservation of genetic variabil-
ity should allow breeders to optimise selection programmes in the middle
and long-term but also to face biological or economical problems. Selec-
tion and drift are two major factors affecting genetic variability. Several
mathematical algorithms have been proposed to predict the evolution of
inbreeding and/or genetic variability within selected populations of small
size [2, 9, 23, 25, 27, 29, 32]. Extensive Monte Carlo simulation work has been
done to investigate this evolution in a large range of situations and to compare
different methods intended to jointly optimise both genetic gains and restrict
the rate of inbreeding, and preserve the variability [11,17,28]. The analysis of
real populations has mainly concerned the evolution of inbreeding and proba-
bilities of gene origin based on pedigree information [13,18,30]. Markers have
also been used to assess the evolution of genetic polymorphism [15].

Selection experiments provide the opportunity to check the validity of
theoretical models to predict genetic response on a more or less long
term [5, 10, 16]. Experimental lines are powerful tools because of the com-
plete knowledge of the pedigree and the existence of control lines and since
the environment is controlled. Moreover, laboratory species and some live-
stock species (e.g. poultry) present the twofold main advantage of short and
discrete generations.

Theoretical models to predict the evolution within a small population of
the genetic mean of a selected trait, its genetic variance and inbreeding have
mainly been tested through Monte Carlo simulations. The purpose of this study
was to compare theoretical predictions to experimental data. Two determinis-
tic methods [27, 29] will be considered, both assuming the additive infinitesi-
mal model. Therefore, differences between theoretical predictions and exper-
imental results can arise from differences between the true and the assumed
genetic model, and from mathematical simplifications applied in the predic-
tion methods. Two sets of experimental lines of chickens were used in this
study: one undergoing true truncation mass selection and the other one under-
going mass selection with a restriction on the representation of the different
families. Comparisons will be done by analysing response to selection and
inbreeding.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Experimental design and genetic parameters of the selected traits

Two selection experiments on immune response in chickens have been con-
ducted, one in the Netherlands [6] and another one in France [22]. The present
study was based on the selected and control lines of these two experiments.

For the French experiment, 9 males and 44 females originating from a White
Leghorn line and a commercial line were crossed in 1992. The F1 offspring
were randomly crossed to produce the generation 0 (n = 523), from which
four lines were derived. Three of these lines were selected for high values,
according to three different criteria of immune response: antibody response
3 weeks after vaccination against the Newcastle disease virus (line 1, trait
ND3), phagocytic activity at 12 weeks of age (line 2, trait PHA), and cell-
mediated immune response at 9 weeks of age (line 3, trait CC). There were
two steps in the selection. First, the best animals were selected on the basis of
their individual performance. Second, the sizes of the different half-sib families
were approximately balanced except that if the performance of a given family
was considered as too low, no individuals were selected from this family. As
a consequence, this selection was intermediate between strict within-family
and mass selection. The fourth line was a control line (line C1), with the par-
ents being chosen at random. In each line and in each generation, 15 males
and 30 females were chosen as parents of the next generation out of about
100 candidates in each sex. Mating was at random, except that full and half-
sib matings were avoided. This selection design has produced 8 discrete gen-
erations (generation 1 to 8) which represent a total number of 6750 measured
individuals.

For the Dutch experiment, 24 males and 96 females originating from
two ISA Brown chicken lines were randomly crossed in 1981, to produce gen-
eration 0 (n = 614), after which selection started. Three lines were derived
from generation 0: two selected lines, for high values (line H) and low val-
ues (line L), and one control line (line C2). The selection criterion was the
individual total antibody (Ab) titre 5 days after injection of sheep red blood
cells (SRBC). In lines H and L, a strict mass selection was applied: each gen-
eration, 25 males and 50 females were selected out of about 150 candidates
in each sex. In line C2, 40 males and 70 females were randomly chosen out
of about 125 candidates in each sex. In each line, mating was at random ex-
cept that full and half-sib matings were avoided. This selection design has
produced 18 discrete generations (generation 1 to 18) which represent a total
number of 17 194 measured individuals. For each experiment, the heritability
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and the genetic variance in generation 0 of each of the selected traits have
been previously estimated. The heritability in the base population, taking into
account seven generations in the French experiment (generation 0 to 6), was
estimated at 0.35 (±0.02) for ND3, 0.13 (±0.02) for PHA and 0.15 (±0.02)
for CC [22]. Pinard also showed no significant correlated response and esti-
mated genetic correlations between the three immune traits that did not differ
significantly from zero [22]. Therefore, we assume these three traits to be inde-
pendent. The heritability of the Ab titre, taking into account nine generations
in the Dutch experiment (generation 0 to 8), was estimated at 0.29 (±0.05) in
line H, 0.36 (±0.04) in line L and 0.22 (±0.04) in line C2 [21].

2.2. Data analysis

At each generation, the cumulated response to selection in a given line was
computed as the difference between the phenotypic mean in this line and the
phenotypic mean in the corresponding control line, any phenotypic mean be-
ing computed over all animals born at the considered generation and measured.
The global genetic gain per generation was computed as the slope of the lin-
ear regression of the observed cumulated response to selection over genera-
tions. The realised heritability was computed as the slope of the linear regres-
sion of the cumulated response to selection against the cumulated selection
differential.

The individual coefficients of inbreeding were computed from the pedigree
relationships using the algorithm of Van Raden [26]. In each line, from gener-
ation t−1 to generation t, the rate of inbreeding (∆Ft) was computed following
the classic formula (see, for instance, Falconer and Mackay [12]):

∆Ft =
Ft − Ft−1

1 − Ft−1

where Ft is the average coefficient of inbreeding in the considered line, in
generation t. Assuming a constant rate of inbreeding across generations, the
global rate of inbreeding (∆F), over t generations, was computed as:

∆F = 1 − t
√

(1 − Ft)/(1 − F0). (1)

2.3. Methods of prediction

The observed results on both inbreeding and genetic response in the selected
lines were compared to the predictions given by two deterministic methods,
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one proposed by Verrier et al. [27] and hereafter referred to as the “VCF”
method and the other one proposed by Woolliams and Bijma [29] and hereafter
referred to as the “WB” method. Both methods assume an additive infinites-
imal model with a normal distribution of the genetic and phenotypic values
for the trait, random mating and true truncation selection. Prediction inputs
are heritability and phenotypic variance of the trait in the base population (as-
sumed here to be generation 0), and numbers of selected and candidate animals
in each sex. In the present study, the genetic parameters previously estimated
(see Sect. 2.1) were used. From generation t to generation t + 1, the response
to mass selection (Rt) was predicted according to the classic formula:

E(Rt) = i · h2
t · σPt = i · σ2

At
/
√
σ2

At
+ σ2

E .

In this expression, i is the intensity of selection, h2, σ2
Aand σ2

P are the heri-
tability, the additive genetic variance and the phenotypic variance of the trait,
respectively. The subscript t refers to the generation where the selection oc-
curs, and σ2

E is the environmental variance assumed to be constant over time.
With the “VCF” method, the evolution of the genetic variance is predicted
generation by generation, taking into account both the direct effect of selec-
tion on the between family genetic variance (the so-called Bulmer [7] effect)
and the combined effects of drift and selection through inbreeding (the so-
called Robertson [23] effect); see [27] for details. The global genetic gain was
computed as the slope of the linear regression of the cumulated response to
selection over generations. The “WB” method provides a prediction of the re-
sponse to selection in an equilibrium situation, only considering the Bulmer
effect. Bulmer-equilibrium genetic parameters were obtained by iteration and
subsequently selection response was predicted using equilibrium parameters
in the above equation.

Both methods also differ in the prediction of the evolution of the average
coefficient of inbreeding. In the “VCF” method, this evolution is predicted
generation by generation, on the basis of the probabilities of co-selection of
full sibs, paternal half-sibs, maternal half-sibs and candidates which are not
sibs, conditionally to the correlation of their values for the selection criterion.
Thus VCF considers one generation of pedigree in the prediction of the rate of
inbreeding (i.e. increased probabilities of co-selection through common sires
and dams only, not through grandparents and more distant ancestors). Equa-
tion (2) provided a predicted global rate of inbreeding from predicted values
of the average coefficient of inbreeding generation by generation.

The “WB” method provides a prediction of the overall rate of inbreed-
ing (∆F) based on the concept of long-term genetic contributions [31, 32].
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The long-term genetic contribution (rk) of an ancestor k, born in generation t1,
is the proportion of genes in animals born in generation t2 deriving by de-
scent from k, when (t2 − t1) → ∞. Assuming random mating, the expected
rate of inbreeding per generation (∆F) is proportional to the sum of squared
contributions [32]:

E(∆F) =
1
4

n∑

k=1

r2
k (2)

where rk is the contribution of ancestor k and n is the total number of par-
ents in a generation. In the “WB” method, the long-term genetic contribu-
tions of ancestors are predicted conditionally on their breeding value and
then, the rate of inbreeding is derived from these predicted long-term con-
tributions [3]. The predicted overall rate of inbreeding enabled values of the
average coefficient of inbreeding at each generation to be predicted through
equation (1).

A pseudo-prediction of inbreeding generation by generation was also per-
formed by putting the observed genetic contributions of ancestors from suc-
cessive generations into equation (2). The observed genetic contributions were
computed from the pedigree relationships using the probability of the gene
origin approach [4]. Then, at each generation, a pseudo-predicted rate of
inbreeding was calculated as proportional to the sum of squared-observed
contributions to the reference population (generation 8 for the French ex-
periment or 18 for the Dutch experiment) of individuals in the current
generation.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Phenotypic trend and response to selection

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the phenotypic mean of each trait both in
the line where it was selected and in the control line in the French experiment.
The antibody response (ND3) was the trait showing the clearest and the most
regular increase in mean under selection (in line 1). Conversely, the increase in
the mean of the phagocytose activity (PHA) was low in line 2, and the mean of
the cell-mediated immune response (CC) in line 3 showed the largest variation
from one generation to the other. In each selected line, the respective means of
the two traits which were not selected fluctuated without a significant trend (re-
sults not shown). Figure 2 shows the evolution of the phenotypic mean of anti-
body titre (Ab) in the three Dutch experimental lines. The three lines followed
the same fluctuations but significantly differed in their mean from generation 1
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Figure 1. Evolution of the phenotypic mean of each trait in the line where it was
selected and in the control line from generations 0 through 8 in the French experiment.
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Figure 2. Evolution of the phenotypic mean of antibody (Ab) titre in the three Dutch
lines.

on for lines H and L and lines L and C2, and from generation 2 on for lines H
and C2.

In the French experiment, realised heritability was found to be 0.24 for
line 1, 0.02 for line 2 and 0.16 for line 3. In the Dutch experiment, realised
heritability was found to be 0.13 for line H and 0.20 for line L.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the observed and predicted cumulated re-
sponses for the Dutch lines only (the French lines show a similar figure, re-
sults not shown). The curve of the observed cumulated response fluctuated:
these fluctuations were not taken into account by predictions (the curves of the
predicted response were almost linear). The curve of the observed response
to selection in line L was much more irregular and slowed down for the last
five generations. The curve of predicted response with the “VCF” method was
steeper than the one with the “WB” method for the first generations, whereas
it was the opposite in the long term.

Table I shows observation and predictions with the two methods of the
global genetic gain, for the French and the Dutch experiments. Predictions
with the “WB” method are higher than those with the “VCF” method. Both
predictions fit the observed values in the Dutch line H and in the French lines 2
and 3. In the Dutch line L, the evolution of the cumulated genetic gain was not
regular. However, by culling the stabilised part of the curve (generations 13
through 18), the observed global genetic gain was −0.368 and predictions
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Figure 3. Evolution of the observed cumulated response to selection and the cor-
responding responses predicted by the two deterministic methods compared for the
Dutch selected lines: line H (a) and line L (b).

were closer to the observed value with relative values of 111 for prediction
with the “WB” method and 108 for prediction with the “VCF” method. In the
French line 1, the observed genetic gain was overestimated by both methods
of prediction.
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Table I. Observation and predictions of the global genetic gain for the French and
Dutch experiments: absolute values and relative values (in italics), considering the
observed value as the reference (basis = 100).

Global genetic gain French experiment Dutch experiment
Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line H Line L

Observations 0.483 100 0.070 100 0.0220 100 0.395 100 −0.268 100
Predictions

method WB 0.643 133 0.079 113 0.0210 96 0.336 97 −0.407 152
method VCF 0.640 132 0.076 109 0.0209 95 0.321 98 −0.390 146

Table II. Observed inbreeding (%) in the French and Dutch experiments.

Inbreeding (%) French experiment Dutch experiment
Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line C1 Line H Line L Line C2

Generation 8 11.48 10.82 10.30 9.90 7.50 8.19 3.34
Generation 18 . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.77 16.29 7.26

3.2. Inbreeding

Table II shows observed inbreeding for the French and the Dutch experi-
ments. Inbreeding almost identically increased in the four French lines. From
generations 0 through 4, the three Dutch lines followed the same trend; how-
ever, from generations 5 through 8, the observed inbreeding still increased for
lines H and L but stabilised in the control line.

Because there was a higher number of sires and dams at each generation for
the Dutch lines than for the French lines, the observed global rate of inbreeding
from generations 0 through 8 was lower for the Dutch control line (0.41%)
than for the French one (1.26%), according to the Wright equation [33]. Due
to true mass selection that occurred in the Dutch selected lines and a higher
number of animals in the control line, the observed global rate of inbreeding
from generations 0 through 8 was two times higher for lines H and L (0.97%
and 1.06%, respectively) than for line C2. However, an increase of the observed
global rate of inbreeding in the French experiment was partly offset by the
attempt to balance family sizes after that mass selection occurred: the observed
global rate of inbreeding from generations 0 through 8 was only 1.47% for
line 1, 1.38% for line 2 and 1.31% for line 3.

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the observed, pseudo-predicted and pre-
dicted average coefficient of inbreeding for the Dutch selected lines only.
Pseudo-predicted inbreeding was higher than predicted inbreeding with the
two methods. Prediction with the “WB” method was higher than prediction
with the “VCF” method.
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Figure 4. Evolution of observed, pseudo-predicted and predicted inbreeding for the
Dutch selected lines: line H (a) and line L (b).

Table III shows observation, pseudo-prediction and predictions with the
two methods of the global rate of inbreeding, for the French and Dutch ex-
periments. Pseudo-predictions of the global rate of inbreeding are close to
(except for line 2) the observed values on a short-term period (generations 0
through 8) in the French experiment as well as in the Dutch experiment, and
underestimated observed values for a longer period (generations 0 through 18).
Prediction with the “WB” method over-estimated the global rate of inbreeding
in the French experiment whereas they were close to the observed values in
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Table III. Observation, pseudo-prediction and predictions of the global rate of inbreeding (%) for the French and the Dutch experiments:
absolute values and relative values (in italics), considering the observed value as the reference (basis = 100).

Global rate Generations French experiment Dutch experiment

of inbreeding Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line C1 Line H Line L Line C2

Observations 0 through 8 1.47 100 1.38 100 1.31 100 1.26 100 0.97 100a 1.06 100a 0.41 100a

0 through 18 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.08 100b 0.98 100b 0.42 100b

Pseudo- 0 through 8 1.42 97 1.19 86 1.27 97 1.36 106 0.93 96a 1.03 97a 0.41 100a

predictions 0 through 18 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.91 84b 0.89 91b 0.39 93b

Predictions method WB 1.62 110 1.42 103 1.45 111
1.25*

99 0.93 96a 86b 0.95 90a

0.49* 120a 117b

method VCF 1.42 97 1.32 96 1.34 102 0.84 87a 78b 0.86 81a 88b

* Random selection: prediction follows the Wright equation i.e. 1/(8Nm)+1/(8Nf).
a Comparison for short-term period (generations 0 through 8).
b Comparison for long-term period (generations 0 through 18).
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the Dutch experiment. On the contrary, prediction with the “VCF” method
underestimated the global rate of inbreeding in the Dutch experiment whereas
it was close to the observed values in the French experiment.

4. DISCUSSION

For both French and Dutch lines, individuals were kept and grown in the
same “environment” so that they were affected by a common non-genetic year
effect. However, a change in the environmental conditions occurred in the
French experiment between generations 4 and 5 (use of collective cages in-
stead of individual cages): the observed genetic mean may have been affected
by this change. Thus, the observed genetic gain calculated from the evolution
of the cumulated genetic gain in the French experiment has to be considered
carefully.

Stabilisation of the observed genetic mean for line L could be explained by
accessing a selection limit. Indeed, the aim of selection in line L was to de-
crease the Ab titre. The objective was reached since the phenotypic values of
individuals from generations 14 through 18 were close to zero (0.5 at genera-
tion 15) and the Ab titre could not be negative.

No distinction was made between males and females in the Dutch experi-
ment whereas a difference of Ab titre exists: females have a higher Ab titre
against SRBC than males [20] therefore, the trend in Figure 1 was an average
over sexes.

The two methods that were used in this study need to predict the genetic
variance over time in order to give an accurate prediction of the cumulated
genetic gain. Both methods seem to agree with calculations from the Dutch
dataset, although the second method seems to be more accurate. However, pre-
dictions and observations were calculated assuming the additive infinitesimal
model, implying that the fixation of alleles directly due to selection is ignored
and the use of the infinitesimal model may be questionned for two reasons.
First, the response to selection is model dependant and the additive infinites-
imal model does not take into account changes in additive genetic variance
due to selection [19]. Second, MHC genes are supposed to be major genes.
Indeed, MHC plays an important role in the immune response and several
studies have summarised the association of chicken MHC with resistance to
disease [1, 8, 14].

The predictions presented in this paper were obtained using estimated phe-
notypic variances and heritabilities from the same data as used in the present
comparison. Consequently, prediction errors in the estimated heritability and
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phenotypic variance may be correlated to the difference between results from
this experiment and average results that would have been obtained if the se-
lection experiment had been replicated many times. Ideally, the estimation of
variance components and of the “observed” response would have been based
on independent data. However, long-term selection experiments in livestock
are scarce and we had no independent data available for this purpose.

Pseudo-predicted inbreeding at generation t is defined as being proportional
to the sum of squared contributions of individuals in generation t down to gen-
eration 0. After several generations, genetic contributions of ancestors stabilise
and long-term contributions are reached [32]. Therefore, contributions of in-
dividuals from the younger generations have not converged yet. Because drift
would increase the loss of diversity from one generation to another, pseudo-
predicted inbreeding of these generations should be higher than predictions
based on long-term stabilised contributions. Thus pseudo-prediction is higher
than prediction with the “WB” method.

Moreover, the pseudo-predicted rate of inbreeding was over-estimated for
the oldest generations. Indeed, there is no random mating due to, on the one
hand, rules defined in the selection scheme (i.e. avoiding full and half-sib mat-
ing, no selfing, two sexes). On the other hand, random fluctuation of the mating
system may cause deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and therefore
affect the rate of inbreeding, so that estimation should be based on the follow-
ing equation:

E(∆F) = 1/4 ·
n∑

k=1

(1 − αI,k)r2
k

where α I,k is the deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in individ-
ual k [24]. When mating is not at random, an additional factor reduces het-
erozygosity: αI,k may be seen as the correlation between alleles within indi-
vidual k due to mating not at random. Hence, a deviation from random mating
has a higher impact on ∆F when the individual in which it occurs has a higher
long-term contribution.

The realised contributions of the founders could be considered as “real”
long-term genetic contributions because they are calculated over a sufficiently
long period to assure convergence. Thus, the contributions of founders calcu-
lated from the pedigree do not change anymore after approximately 10 genera-
tions. However, drift and inbreeding continue beyond generation 10, indicating
that the contributions of founder alleles must fluctuate, despite convergence
of founder contributions when calculated from the pedigree. The reason is
that the contributions calculated from the pedigree are ‘expected contributions
given the pedigree’; truly realised contributions may deviate from pedigree
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contributions due to Mendelian sampling, which is not observable from the
pedigree. Thus realised contributions of founders and long-term contributions
calculated from the pedigree are not strictly equal. This discrepancy is ac-
counted for in the derivation of the “WB” method, and predictions from it
should therefore fit pseudo-predictions for the oldest generations.

5. CONCLUSION

This study confirmed, on an experimental basis, that modelling is an efficient
approach to make useful predictions of the evolution of selected populations,
despite that basic assumptions considered in the models (polygenic additive
model, normality of the distribution, base population at the equilibrium, etc.)
are not met in reality. The two deterministic methods yielded results that were
close to real data, especially when the selection scheme followed the rules of
strict mass selection.
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